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ABORIGINAL RECONCILIATION ACTION PLAN
The Western Australia Police Force has taken another significant step in its journey to
reconcile with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
Police Commissioner Chris Dawson today launched the WA Police Force Reconciliation
Action Plan (RAP), which provides the framework to guide the agency’s efforts towards a
better and united future with Aboriginal people across WA.
“As an agency, we recognise the need to collectively enhance our knowledge and respect for
Aboriginal history, culture and traditions, and acknowledge their custodianship of our State,”
the Commissioner said.
“This Reconciliation Action Plan demonstrates it is a priority for us to build relationships and
mutual respect with Aboriginal people and embed these intentions into our agency’s culture
and service.”
The plan was developed in consultation with Aboriginal people from within the WA Police
Force, the new Aboriginal Affairs Division, Reconciliation WA, members of the Aboriginal
Police Advisory Forum and the broader community. All WA Police Force employees will have
opportunities to contribute to actions from the RAP and be a part of the reconciliation journey.
One of the first actions takes place this week, with the staging of the inaugural Aboriginal
Employee Symposium, or “Dandjoo” (Noongar for “gathering”), bringing together Aboriginal
employees from across the State to network on Aboriginal issues.
A special artwork by Aboriginal artist Barry McGuire has also been revealed, commissioned
to symbolise the relationship between the WA Police Force and Aboriginal people.
The two-day Dandjoo will be followed on Thursday by the presentation of the inaugural
Aboriginal Service Medals, recognising the service and commitment of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander employees, past and present, who have served diligently and ethically for
three or more years with the agency.
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WOORN DA BA DOORKOORNINYARRA
“Creating Protection for Communities”
Barry McGuire’s artwork
symbolises the coming together of
the WA Police Force and the
Aboriginal community, developing
pathways for a united future.
The middle swirl represents Police
Headquarters. It depicts the eye of
an eagle, which represents
overseeing the law.
The lines extend from the middle
and out to the five Aboriginal
cultural regions of Western
Australia. The colours are a
representation of each region,
with both laws coming together.
Moving across the page and from
top to bottom are the songlines
connecting each community. They
range from the blue of the ocean
into the ochres of the lands.
The Southern Cross represents
the ultimate connection of law to
country and is a shared symbol for
both Aboriginal and nonAboriginal people.
It is also symbolic of the five-point
star on the WA Police Force
badge.
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